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Direct assessment of the acidity of individual 
surface hydroxyls

Margareta Wagner1,2, Bernd Meyer3,4, Martin Setvin1,5, Michael Schmid1 & Ulrike Diebold1 ✉

The state of deprotonation/protonation of surfaces has far-ranging implications in 
chemistry, from acid–base catalysis1 and the electrocatalytic and photocatalytic 
splitting of water2, to the behaviour of minerals3 and biochemistry4. An entity’s acidity 
is described by its proton affinity and its acid dissociation constant pKa (the negative 
logarithm of the equilibrium constant of the proton transfer reaction in solution). The 
acidity of individual sites is difficult to assess for solids, compared with molecules. For 
mineral surfaces, the acidity is estimated by semi-empirical concepts, such as 
bond-order valence sums5, and increasingly modelled with first-principles molecular 
dynamics simulations6,7. At present, such predictions cannot be tested—experimental 
measures, such as the point of zero charge8, integrate over the whole surface or, in 
some cases, individual crystal facets9. Here we assess the acidity of individual hydroxyl 
groups on In2O3(111)—a model oxide with four different types of surface oxygen atom. 
We probe the strength of their hydrogen bonds with the tip of a non-contact atomic 
force microscope and find quantitative agreement with density functional theory 
calculations. By relating the results to known proton affinities of gas-phase molecules, 
we determine the proton affinity of the different surface sites of In2O3 with atomic 
precision. Measurements on hydroxylated titanium dioxide and zirconium oxide 
extend our method to other oxides.

Our work relies on recent developments in high-resolution, 
non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) using the qPlus sen-
sor10. Appropriately functionalized tips11 allow the imaging of the 
chemical structure of molecules, the evaluation of surface structures12 
and following the diffusion of water clusters in a non-perturbative 
way13. Most importantly, one can probe the properties of individual 
surface atoms14, such as their chemical nature15, their charge16 or their 
electronegativity17.

Here we use a hydroxyl (OH)-functionalized AFM tip for quantitative 
insights into the acidity of individual surface OH groups. As our AFM 
measurements are conducted in vacuum, we directly assess the proton 
affinity (PA)—the key contribution to the acid dissociation constant 
(pKa). The PA is defined as the enthalpy change on deprotonating an 
OH group in the gas phase18 and the pKa value is then obtained by add-
ing the Gibbs free energies of solvation (Methods). Although it is dif-
ficult to determine absolute PA values, differences can be measured by 
gas-phase titration with probe molecules with a known PA: in the case 
of a strong base, by measuring the proton transfer; and for a weak base, 
where no proton transfer occurs, by measuring adsorption enthalpies19. 
With the AFM tip, we work in the weak basicity limit: its OH group forms 
a hydrogen bond with a surface OH, and the hydrogen bond strength 
can be translated into the PA of individual sites.

Our test oxide, In2O3(111), offers multiple, well defined surface sites, 
and has promising applications in catalysis20,21. Indium oxide (In2O3) 
crystallizes in the bixbyite structure (space group Ia-3) with a cubic 

unit cell of 10.12 Å. Bulk In atoms are six-fold coordinated (In(6c)) and 
each O(4c) atom has four bonds of unequal lengths, ranging from 2.12 Å 
to 2.22 Å (ref. 22). The (111) surface consists of an O–In–O trilayer and 
is stable in its bulk-terminated (1 × 1) form (Fig. 1a) with small relaxa-
tions23. Of the 16 In atoms in the surface unit cell, 4 atoms are In(6c) 
and 12 atoms are In(5c), that is, they are missing one bond. The 12 O(3c) 
atoms fall into four categories (α, β, γ and δ)—each type is missing a 
bond of one particular length. The different coordination of these 
surface O atoms is reflected in their electronic structure. Figure 1b 
shows the valence band, which, as is true for most oxides, is mostly 
of O 2p character. The O(γ) are in a strongly relaxed environment and 
their partial density of states (PDOS) resembles bulk O. The states of the 
O(β) are highest in energy, and those of O(α) and O(δ) fall in-between. 
The PDOS peaks at the valence band maximum (VBM) lead to upward 
shifts of the individual p-band centres, indicating increasing reactivity 
from O(γ) to O(β)24; the calculated adsorption energies of an isolated 
H atom (inset of Fig. 1b) follow such expectations.

We have prepared the (111) surface of an In2O3 single crystal in 
ultrahigh vacuum following established procedures23. The sample 
was imaged at low temperatures with a combined scanning tunnel-
ling microscope (STM) and nc-AFM equipped with a qPlus sensor. 
The image in Fig. 1c was obtained with an O-terminated tip (prepared 
by first scanning a titanium dioxide (TiO2) surface covered with O2; 
Extended Data Fig. 1) and shows the shift in resonance frequency dur-
ing a constant-height scan. The individual O(3c) atoms are clearly 
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distinguished. Representative AFM images with an OH-terminated 
tip show the surface In atoms instead (Extended Data Figs. 1, 2).

To hydroxylate the surface, the sample was exposed to water vapour 
at room temperature. Water adsorbs dissociatively25 with a satura-
tion coverage of three molecules per unit cell. Only the area near site 
‘B’ (Fig. 1a) is active for adsorption: the hydroxyl stemming from the 
water molecule (OWH) always bridges two In(5c), and the split-off 
proton forms a surface hydroxyl (OSH) at the neighbouring O(β) (left 
side of Fig. 1a). This results in a ‘propeller type’ configuration of three 
equivalent OWH–OSH(β) pairs (see the AFM image in Fig. 1d). The pre-
cise location of these hydroxyls was discerned from images taken with 
different water coverages and tip–sample distances (Extended Data 
Figs. 3, 4). Dissociative adsorption of three molecules per unit cell leads 
to only small changes in the electronic structure and the reactivity of 
the unprotonated surface sites (Extended Data Fig. 8).

To construct hydroxyls at other surface O(3c) sites, we resorted to 
manipulations with the STM tip (Extended Data Fig. 5). Voltage puls-
ing and/or scanning with more than +3.5 V desorbs protons from the 
OSH (ref. 25) and these can re-adsorb on an O(3c) close to the original 
OSH(β). We could create OSH(γ) (as in Fig. 1e) and OSH(δ), but the O(α) 
are located farther from the site where the water adsorbs, and formation 
of an OSH(α) was observed only once during our experiments. Figure 2a 
shows short-range force–distance curves (F(z)) taken on the various 
hydroxyls. These measurements were robust and reproducible; several 
datasets are shown. The z at the F(z) minima reflect the vertical posi-
tions of the hydroxyls (see also Fig. 3). The force minima show a clear 
trend: the stronger the H atom is bound to a surface O atom (compare 
Fig. 1b), the shallower the minimum.

The F(z) curves were calculated from first principles using density 
functional theory (DFT; Fig. 2b). Several tip models were tried. A tip 
composed of In2O3 and terminated with an OH group proved to be 
stable and inert when bringing it close to the surface (Fig. 2c, Extended 

Data Fig. 9). It is reasonable to assume that an STM/AFM tip is coated 
with the same material as the sample under investigation26: the mate-
rial is transferred during ‘tip preparation’ procedures such as voltage 
pulses. In fact, it is difficult to avoid this happening. When scanning 
water-exposed oxide surfaces, an OH-terminated tip was reported to 
be the most stable and common termination, and the magnitude of the 
forces in Fig. 2 is comparable to previous nc-AFM measurements on 
TiO2 with OH-terminated tips26,27. The quantitative agreement between 
the measured and calculated F(z) curves in Fig. 2 is a strong indication 
that the calculated structure correctly reproduces the properties of 
the tip used in experiment.

Note that the F(z) curves were taken in the attractive regime, that is, 
negative values of F imply that the tip experiences a stronger attraction 
to the surface. Figure 2c illustrates what happens. During the approach, 
a hydrogen bond forms between the O at the tip and the proton of 
the surface hydroxyl. Integrating the F(z) curves gives the interaction 
potential E(z); the more attractive F(z), the deeper the energy minimum 
of E(z). Typically, the minima of F(z) and E(z) show a linear correlation28 
(Extended Data Fig. 11b); thus, the force minimum of the F(z) curves 
is a direct measure of the strength of the hydrogen bond between the 
tip and the surface OH.

Figure 3a evaluates how the hydroxyls interact with the tip. In the 
absence of the tip, the O–H bond lengths of the various hydroxyls on 
In2O3 show only small variations. Under the influence of the tip, the 
more weakly bonded proton on the O(γ) experiences a substantial dis-
placement Δ, whereas the proton on the OW hardly changes its position.  
Figure 3c shows the correlation between the force minimum and the 
length of the hydrogen bond between the tip and the surface hydroxyl 
(evaluated at the energy minimum, that is, at F(z) = 0): A surface 
hydroxyl will form weak hydrogen bonds to the tip if the covalent bond 
within the hydroxyl is strong (that is, the surface O has a high PA, such 
as the OW). Conversely, weakly bound protons (located at surface Os 
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Fig. 1 | The clean and hydroxylated In2O3(111) surface. a, Structural model of 
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plotted with respect to the VBM. The calculated adsorption energies Eads of H 

atoms for each of the O(3c) are listed in the inset. c, Constant-height nc-AFM 
image taken with an O-terminated tip in repulsion. d, Non-contact AFM image 
of the surface saturated by exposure to water vapour at room temperature. The 
OWH and OSH(β) sit at the positions indicated in a, and are clearly distinguished 
by their frequency shift. e, Surface after a proton was transferred from an O(β) 
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shown at the bottom of each frame: sample bias voltage VS, oscillation 
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with a low PA, such as the O(γ)) can form stronger hydrogen bonds to 
the tip. The O at the tip and the O at the surface compete for the proton, 
hence the force minima of the F(z) curves serve as a direct measure 
of the PA of the surface O of the probed OH group. Indeed, the values 
of the force minima in Figs. 2, 3 follow the reactivity trend expected 
for the different sites; the tip experiences the highest attractive force 
from the proton bound to the least reactive surface site (lowest PA and 
strongest acid, bottom right in Fig. 3c). The hydrogen bond between 
the tip and the surface becomes progressively weaker (less pronounced 
force minimum) when going from OSH(γ) to OSH(δ) to OSH(β); the OWH 
exhibits the smallest interaction with the O atom of the tip (highest 
PA, weakest acid).

To further test how F(z) measurements relate to PA, and to put our 
results on a quantitative footing, we performed additional DFT cal-
culations. We chose probe molecules with a wide range of known PAs 
(Extended Data Fig. 11a). Keeping the same tip model, we calculated 
F(z) curves on these molecules. In the calculations, the molecules 
were oriented with their OH group pointing towards the tip, similar 
to the OH groups on the In2O3 surface. The backbone of the molecules 
was fixed, and only the OH was allowed to relax in response to the 
approaching tip.

Figure 4 shows the calculated minima of the F(z) curves as function 
of the PA of the probe molecules (stars): their relationship is almost 
perfectly linear. With this scaling relation, we derive values for the PAs 
of the different surface O atoms from the measured F(z) curves (see 
coloured lines in Fig. 4). To test the reliability of this procedure, we 
compare the so-derived ΔPAs of the surface sites with ΔPAs calculated 
with DFT; that is, the change in energy when the proton is moved to 
various sites (double arrows in Fig. 4). We find good agreement. As 
expected, the PA of the surface oxygen atoms on In2O3 are higher than 
the PA values assigned to hydroxyls in zeolites19; the large spread in PA 
values could assist dehydrogenation/hydrogenation reactions. The 

force minima also scale with the pKa, albeit with larger scatter because 
of the different solubilities of the molecules (Extended Data Fig. 11c, d).

To validate the transferability of our approach, we applied the 
same method to hydroxyls on two different surfaces, TiO2(110) and 
an ultrathin zirconium oxide film. Each time, the tip was functionalized 
and characterized on hydroxylated In2O3; various OWH and OSH(β) on 
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Fig. 2 | Probing individual surface hydroxyls with 
the AFM tip. a, Experimental short-range force–
distance curves, F(z), for the OH groups initially 
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to 1σ (68.27%). b, Calculated short-range force–
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averaged curves. c, Tip–sample configuration for 
various separations while probing an OSH(β) group. 
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In2O3(111) gave the same F(z) as in Fig. 2. Surface hydroxyls on TiO2(110) 
have been studied extensively and were prepared on a slightly reduced 
sample with vacancies in the so-called bridging OS rows26. Water dis-
sociates at room temperature, each OWH fills a vacancy and a proton 
is transferred to another bridging OS, resulting in only one type of OSH 
(ref. 26). The calculated adsorption energy of H (with respect to gas 
phase H2) is −0.56 eV (ref. 29), that is, much weaker than any on In2O3. 
The calculated F(z) (with the hydroxylated InOx tip) indeed show a 
lower minimum and a shorter hydrogen bond between the tip and the 
sample (Fig. 3c). The calculated F(z) values agree well with the experi-
mental values (Extended Data Fig. 7). The PA value obtained from the 
experimental force minimum for a surface O on TiO2(110) is much lower 
than on In2O3, as expected for this much more acidic surface with a 
point of zero charge of 5.8 compared with 8.9 for In2O3 (ref. 8; Fig. 4). 
In recent decades, many metal oxide systems have been thoroughly 
characterized with surface science techniques, often in the form of 
ultrathin films on metal substrates. Figure 4 includes a data point from 
a representative measurement on ultrathin zirconium oxide prepared 
by oxidizing a Pt3Zr(0001) alloy (Extended Data Fig. 7)30. The point of 
zero charge of zirconium dioxide is similar to that of In2O3 (ref. 8), and, 
indeed, the PA derived from Fig. 4 is in the same range.

Functionalizing tips is common practice in atomically resolved 
nc-AFM, albeit this is usually done by attaching one molecule11 to a 
metallic tip, instead of coating the tip with a specific material as done 
here. The robustness of the In2O3-covered, OH-terminated tip, its high 
intrinsic PA and the large spread of surface O atoms on In2O3(111) that 
can be used as calibration points suggest that our method can be used 
as a general tool to measure PAs on an atom-by-atom basis. Our method 
is not only limited to hydroxyls on perfect surfaces but also applicable 
for hydroxyls at defects, steps and impurities that can be identified in 
atomically resolved images.
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The minima in calculated F(z) curves on various probe molecules (stars), using 
the tip model shown in Fig. 2c, are related to their gas-phase PAs. The 
relationship is linear, and the resulting calibration line (black diagonal line) is 
used to convert experimental force minima to PA. The various hydroxyls on 
In2O3(111) are indicated as OSH(γ) (blue), OSH(δ) (green), OSH(β) (red) and OWH 
(black). PA differences, ΔPA, calculated after translating protons between 
various oxygen atoms at In2O3(111), are shown by double-headed arrows. 
Experimentally determined F(z) minima on hydroxyls on TiO2(110) (brown) and 
on an ultrathin zirconium oxide film30 (purple) are also included; here F(z) 
curves were measured with a comparable tip, functionalized and checked on 
hydroxylated In2O3(111). The coloured shaded bars indicate the respective 
errors, derived using the Student’s t-distribution with a confidence interval 
equivalent to 1σ (68.27%).
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Methods

Experiments
The experiments were carried out in two different ultrahigh vacuum 
chambers of a similar design, each one based on a two-vessel system with 
base pressures of <2 × 10−10 mbar and <2 × 10−11 mbar in the preparation 
and analysis chambers, respectively. The preparation chambers contain 
standard surface cleaning and heating facilities. The analysis chambers 
are equipped with a low-temperature STM/AFM (Omicron) head and 
a Tribus (ScientaOmicron) head, respectively, using qPlus sensors10 
and low-noise amplifiers31,32. Tips were electrochemically etched from 
a 25-μm-thick tungsten wire. The measurements were performed at a 
sample temperature of around 5 K. The images and F(z) curves were 
recorded with different sensors, defined by their resonance frequency 
fR, spring constant k and quality factor Q: (1) fR = 31 kHz, k = 2,000 N m−1, 
Q ≈ 36,000; (2) fR = 47.5 kHz, k = 3,750 N m−1, Q ≈ 15,000; (3) fR = 77.7 kHz, 
k = 5,400 N m−1, Q ≈ 71,000. In constant-height nc-AFM, typical oscillation 
amplitudes of 50–100 pm were used and a scanning speed correspond-
ing to about 10 min per image. The tip was frequently refreshed on a 
Cu(100) single crystal and on the In2O3 sample using gentle voltage 
pulses until a frequency shift between 0 and −5 Hz in constant-current 
STM was obtained on In2O3 (setpoint +1 V, 20 pA). The local contact 
potential difference between the tip and the In2O3 surface was close 
to zero due to the used treatment; the OH-terminated tips typically 
showed a small local contact potential difference shift of −0.2 V to −0.3 V.

In2O3(111) single crystals22 were prepared by cycles of sputtering (1 keV 
Ar+) and annealing at 450–500 °C in 6 × 10−7 mbar oxygen as described 
in ref. 23. The clean surface was characterized with STM and AFM before 
the water adsorption experiments. Rutile TiO2(110) single crystals 
were prepared by the same procedure; here an annealing temperature 
of 720 °C was applied. Zirconium oxide thin films were prepared by 
oxidation of a Pt3Zr(0001) alloy, as described in ref. 30.

Adsorption of low water doses results in hydroxyls as previously 
described in refs. 25,26,30 for In2O3, TiO2 and zirconium oxide/Pt3Zr, 
respectively. Water was dosed via a high-precision leak valve from a 
glass tube containing a few millilitres of distilled water (Milli-Q). Before 
the experiments, the water was degassed by several freeze–pump–thaw 
cycles and the purity was checked with a quadrupole mass spectrometer.

The OSH(β) that form when water dissociates on In2O3(111) were 
manipulated with the STM/AFM tip. This causes the H atom to desorb 
from the surface as described in ref. 25, or, though much less probable, to 
re-adsorb on a nearby surface O(3c), thereby forming a new OSH group. 
The most successful way was voltage pulses during conventional STM 
imaging. The window for re-adsorption is approximately 0.1 V below 
the parameters for complete desorption (which are +2.8 V at an STM 
setpoint of 30 pA and +1.0 V) and slightly tip dependent; examples are 
provided in the Extended Data Fig. 5.

The force–distance curves were acquired by imaging in 
constant-height AFM mode and pausing the tip at a z position close 
to the force minimum of the OWH. The tip was then retracted by about 
1.2 nm to cover a sufficiently wide range of the long-range interac-
tion. Conversion of the frequency-shift signal to forces was performed 
using ref. 33. The long-range forces14 were treated by subtracting aver-
aged background F(z) curves measured in the same experiment on the 
In2O3(111) surface in-between the OH groups, that is, mostly in regions 
A and C of the unit cell (Fig. 1a). Extended Data Fig. 6 describes how 
the long-range interaction forces are subtracted from the curves. All 
displayed curves are averaged spectra of multiple repetitions on the 
same OH group or, for OWH and OSH, also on different ones.

Theory
DFT calculations were carried out with the plane-wave code PWscf 
of the Quantum ESPRESSO software package34 using the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional35, Vanderbilt 
ultrasoft pseudopotentials36 and a plane-wave kinetic energy cut-off 

of 30 Rydberg. The In 4d and the Ti 3s,3p electrons were treated as 
valence states. The same setup was used as in our previous work, see 
refs. 23,25,29,37. The van der Waals forces between the AFM tip and the 
substrate were included by using the Grimme D3 dispersion correction 
with Becke–Johnson damping38.

The In2O3(111) surface structures were represented by a sym-
metric slab with a thickness of four O12–In16–O12 trilayers. The cal-
culated theoretical bulk lattice constant of 10.276 Å was used for 
the in-plane dimensions of the periodically repeated slabs, which 
were separated by an 18-Å vacuum region. In the AFM calculations, 
the thickness of the vacuum region was increased to 36 Å to accom-
modate the tip.

The adsorption of water and the displacement of protons were stud-
ied first with a primitive (1 × 1) surface unit cell (160 atoms without 
adsorbates, lateral dimension 14.532 Å). In this cell, a displaced proton 
always stays next to the water triangle/propeller where it originates 
from. To study also the situation where a proton is displaced to a neigh-
bouring, intact water triangle/propeller, calculations were repeated 
for a three-times-larger (√3 × √3) unit cell (480 atoms, lateral dimen-
sion 25.171 Å). For the smaller cell, a (2,2,1) Monkhorst–Pack k-point 
mesh was used, whereas the Γ point was sufficient for the larger cell. 
An initial set of AFM calculations was done with the (1 × 1) unit cell. All 
final results, however, were obtained for the larger (√3 × √3) cell. In 
the geometry optimizations, the bottom two trilayers of the slab were 
kept fixed. Only the atoms in the upper two trilayers together with the 
adsorbed water molecules were relaxed, using a force convergence 
threshold of 5 meV Å−1.

Calculations for the rutile TiO2(110) surface were done with a slab 
of five O–Ti2O2–O trilayers and a (4 × 2) surface unit cell (240 atoms, 
lateral dimensions 11.864 Å × 13.141 Å), using a (2,2,1) Monkhorst–
Pack k-point mesh. The in-plane dimensions of the slab are based 
on the calculated rutile TiO2 bulk lattice constants of a = 4.646 Å 
and c = 2.966 Å. The vacuum region had a similar thickness to that 
in the In2O3 calculations. The atoms at the bottom of the slab were 
saturated by pseudo-hydrogen atoms29. The pseudo-hydrogen atoms 
together with the bottom two trilayers of the slab were kept fixed in 
the geometry optimizations and only the upper three trilayers were 
allowed to relaxed.

The adsorption energy of H atoms, E ads
H , was calculated with respect 

to the H2 molecule, that is, E E E E= − −ads
H

slab
H

slab
ref 1

2 mol
H2 .

The PA of a surface site O is defined as the enthalpy change of the 
deprotonation reaction in the gas phase

X–OH → X–O + H(g) (g)
−

(g)
+

The closely related gas-phase basicity ΔGGPB is the Gibbs free energy 
change for the same gas-phase reaction. PA and ΔGGPB are thus measures 
for the gas-phase acidity of X–OH. In contrast, pKa is derived from the 
Gibbs free energy change of deprotonation ΔGacid in a liquid environ-
ment. ΔGacid differs from the gas-phase basicity by including the solva-
tion free energies ΔGsol of all participating species and can be derived 
by a thermodynamic cycle:
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The acid dissociation constant pKa is the negative logarithm of the 
corresponding equilibrium constant K

K K K= e and p = − log ,G k T−Δ /
a

acid B



where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. Note the 
small energy scale: at room temperature, a change of only 6 kJ mol−1 in 
the Gibbs free energy ΔGacid leads to a shift of the pKa value by one unit.

An extensive search was performed to find a realistic atomistic model 
for the AFM tip. Several tip models with different structure and com-
position were considered. Many tip models were unstable in initial test 
calculations of the F(z) curves: some of them lost their terminal OH 
group, or protons were transferred from the surface to the tip (con-
verting the terminal OH group into a water molecule). For a stable tip, 
which is able to describe the experimentally measured F(z) curves, it is 
mandatory to find a structure that is not too reactive. Good criteria for 
a chemically inert tip are high coordination numbers of the atoms and 
a large gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The final AFM 
tip used in all calculations is based on a water-saturated In2O3 cluster. 
Its structure is described in Extended Data Fig. 9.

In the calculations of the force–distance curves F(z), we followed 
closely the procedures of the AFM experiments. The tip was initially 
placed at a vertical position z close to the force minimum, with its centre 
above the O atom of a particular OH group (see choice of z = 0 in the 
AFM experiments). Then, a geometry optimization was performed 
in which the top atoms of the tip were kept fixed and only the In atom 
at the tip apex together with its four OH groups were allowed to relax 
(Extended Data Fig. 9c). Within the slabs, the same atoms were fixed/
relaxed as in the initial geometry optimization without tip.

Starting from the initial height, the z coordinate of the AFM tip was 
increased and decreased in steps of 0.1 Å. The atomic positions of the 
previous step were used as initial configuration in the geometry opti-
mization of the subsequent step. At larger z distances, the step size 
was increased to 0.24 Å. This procedure was typically repeated for 50 
z values. The result of the whole sequence is shown for two examples 
(the OWH and OSH(β) groups on In2O3(111) and one tip orientation) in 
the Supplementary Information. At each tip height z, the energy E(z) 
of the optimized geometry was recorded. The energy minimum in the 
E(z) curve was determined by a polynomial fit to a few neighbouring 
data points. For the tip height at the energy minimum, the structure was 
re-optimized and the bond lengths reported in Fig. 3 were calculated. 
The F(z) curves were obtained by fitting a spline to E(z) and taking the 
derivative. Jumps in the F(z) curves were frequently observed, which 
were caused by the re-orientation of the tip OH group or an OH at the 
surface. The new local energy minimum structure was then used as 
starting point for the calculation of a new E(z) curve following the itera-
tive procedure described above.

As only weak interactions are analysed, and the van der Waals back-
ground represents a substantial contribution, the calculated F(z) curves 
were background corrected in the same way as in the experiment: addi-
tional F(z) curves were calculated above the high-symmetry sites A and 
C at the hydroxylated and the water-free In2O3(111) surface using two 
different azimuthal orientations of the tip (Extended Data Fig. 10). On 
the hydroxylated surface, the A and C sites are as far away as possible 
from the adsorbed water molecules. The curves were averaged and 
subtracted from all F(z) curves calculated above surface OH groups 
(Fig. 2b).

For the calculation of force–distance curves for the OSH(α), OSH(γ) 
and OSH(δ) groups, a proton was displaced on the hydroxylated 
In2O3(111) surface from OSH(β) to the respective surface site. A (1 × 1) 
surface unit cell contains three O atoms of each type α, γ and δ. Thus, 
nine different OSH groups can be formed, which are all symmetry 
inequivalent as the displacement of the proton breaks the three-fold 
symmetry of the initial triangle/propeller-like water structure. Calcu-
lations were performed for all nine OSH groups. In addition, for each 
surface OH (including OSH(β) and OWH), six different orientations of 
the AFM tip were considered, with the terminating OH group of the tip 
pointing in different azimuthal directions rotated by 60°. Some of the 
calculated F(z) curves turned out to be identical as the OH group of the 

tip rotated into the same direction in the geometry optimizations. A 
selected set of the final distinctly different 25 F(z) curves is shown in 
Fig. 2b. The scatter in the curves demonstrates the uncertainty due to 
specific surface site and tip orientation. Each of the F(z) curves can be 
assigned unambiguously to one of three classes corresponding to the 
three types of surface OH group, OSH(α), OSH(γ) and OSH(δ). Curves 
within each class were averaged and are discussed in the main text. The 
three-times-larger (√3 × √3) surface unit cell offers 27 different sites 
for a displaced proton from an OSH(β) group, 9 of each type α, γ and 
δ. Here force–distance curves were calculated for only a selected set 
of possible OSH groups. The selection was based on the results from 
the (1 × 1) unit cell and on the observed manipulations in the STM/
AFM experiments.

In the case of the rutile TiO2(110) surface, OH groups were introduced 
by adding one or two H atoms on top of a bridging surface O atom to the 
supercell. This represents the structure that is formed in experiment 
by the dissociative adsorption of water molecules at the O vacancies 
of the rutile TiO2(110) surface26. Force–distance curves were calculated 
with the same AFM tip model as for In2O3, also considering different tip 
orientations. However, only two stable orientations of the OH group at 
the tip apex were found, both are equivalent due to the mirror symmetry 
of the surface. Therefore, only two F(z) curves are shown in Extended 
Data Fig. 7b, stemming from the supercell calculations with one and 
with two H atoms.

Finally, F(z) curves were calculated for each of the probe molecules, 
again using the same AFM tip as in the surface calculations while 
keeping the geometries, the overall procedure and all calculation 
parameters as similar as possible. The same supercell was used, and 
the probe molecules were oriented such that their OH group pointed 
towards the AFM tip. As in the surface calculations, different orien-
tations of the AFM tip with respect to the OH axis of the molecule 
were probed.

Data availability
The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are avail-
able from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The clean In2O3(111) surface imaged with various AFM 
tip terminations. a, b, Structural models of the In2O3(111) surface, with 
emphasis on the surface O (red) atoms (a) and In (blue, green) atoms (b). Also 
indicated is the unit cell. c, AFM image with an O-terminated tip. The 
intentional functionalization was performed on a reduced rutile TiO2(110) 
surface with adsorbed O2 molecules by applying voltage pulses (approximately 
+3 V) above the molecular oxygen species. Previous experience has shown that 
such a tip functionalization provides excellent resolution of the oxygen 
sublattice in the repulsive regime39. Such tips provide negligible attractive 

interaction with the anion lattice and they are rigid; the resulting images are 
therefore not distorted by bending the tip apex40 and clearly show the O 
sublattice, O(α) to O(δ). d, AFM image taken after the tip was gently pushed into 
the hydroxylated In2O3(111) surface to induce an OH termination. The more 
flexible tip termination leads to crests in the images. The dark, round features 
correspond to In, which are indicated by the green and blue dots (attractive 
interaction between negatively charged (tip) OH and In anions). The bright 
maxima correspond to O(3c).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Distance-dependent STM/AFM images of the clean 
In2O3(111) surface. a, b, O-terminated tip. a, Constant-height STM image 
(tunnelling current, IT). b, Constant-height AFM images (frequency shift, Δf ). 

From top to bottom, the tip–sample distance was progressively reduced in 
steps of about 50 pm. c, d, OH-terminated tip. c, Constant-current STM image. 
d, Same as c but the distance was reduced in steps of about 40 pm.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | Adsorption sites of OH groups on In2O3(111).  
a–f, Constant-height nc-AFM images of three dissociated water molecules in 
adjoining unit cells, taken with decreasing tip height. The height difference ∆z 
between the subsequent images is 10 to 15 pm. Each dissociated water 
molecule gives rise to two OH groups adsorbed next to each other, OWH and 
OSH (where the ‘W’ and ‘S’ indicate the origin of the oxygen atom, that is, the 
water molecule or the surface, respectively)25. In a, with the tip farthest away, 
both OH groups are imaged as dark features. As the tip comes closer to the OH 
groups (b, c), the OWH (sticking farther away from the surface than the OSH) 
turn bright (onset of repulsive interaction, but overall attractive forces). In  

d, the OSH also start to be imaged as bright features. Approaching the surface 
even more, e, f reveal the O(3c) lattice atoms of the surface; this information 
was used to determine the adsorption sites of the OH groups experimentally.  
g, Profiles of the frequency shift across the OSH and OWH pair as indicated by 
the arrows in a–f. h, Same image as f with the O(3c) lattice superimposed (O(α), 
white; O(β), red; O(γ), orange; O(δ), yellow). The site of the OSH is identified as 
an O(β) (circle filled black). i, Atomic model of the surface including the 
adsorption sites of the OSH and OWH (black circle, filled white), which bridges 
two In(5c) atoms nearby. The adsorption sites agree with previous STM and 
DFT results in ref. 25.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | The hydroxylated In2O3(111) surface with increasing 
water coverages in STM and AFM. The STM (top) and AFM images (bottom) 
were acquired at different regions of the surface. a1, Oxygen-terminated tip. 
b1–d1, OH-terminated tips. a, a1, Clean In2O3(111) surface. The contrast in STM 
(empty states) is dominated by the high density of states of the In(5c) and the 
lower density of states at the In(6c), which gives dark triangles. In AFM, the 
contrast is dominated by the topmost atoms of the surface, that is, the 12 O(3c) 

per unit cell. b, b1, Single dissociated water molecules, OWH and OSH. c, c1, Two 
and three dissociated water molecules per unit cell. d, d1, Saturation with three 
dissociated water molecules per unit cell in symmetry-equivalent sites, giving 
rise to a ‘propeller-like feature’ consisting of three brighter (OWH) and darker 
(OSH at O(β) site) at equivalent positions. For DFT calculations and structural 
relaxations see ref. 25.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Manipulation of OSH groups by voltage pulses. a, STM 
image before (a1) and during (a2) the manipulation. Five pulses (two times 
+2.8 V and three times +2.7 V, 20 pA, marked with crosses) were applied during 
STM imaging in the centre of individual propeller-like structures. b, c, AFM 
image of the same surface area before the manipulation (b; with crosses 
marking the position of the pulses) and after the manipulation (c).  

d, e, Cartoons identifying the various species before (d) and after (e) the 
manipulation. In each manipulation, one H per propeller was removed, leaving 
behind a denuded O(β), indicated in e and visible as a smaller, bright dot in the 
AFM image in c. Two H have desorbed and three H have re-adsorbed, visible as 
very dark features in AFM in c and indicated in yellow in e.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Data evaluation of F(z) curves. a, Frequency-shift 
curves acquired on different OH groups and the In2O3(111) background 
measured in-between the OH groups (mostly in regions A and C, see Fig. 1).  
b, The averaged curves from a (solid lines) and after background subtraction 

(dashed lines). c, Background-corrected F(z) curves obtained from b using 
Sader’s formula33 ( fR = 77.7 kHz, k = 5,400 N m−1, A = 100 pm). d, The F(z) curves 
of Fig. 2a showing the whole z range.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Transferability and reproducibility of the method. 
F(z) curves on OSH/TiO2(110) and OH/zirconium oxide/Pt3Zr(0001) obtained 
with the OH-terminated indium oxide tip. a, TiO2(110): experimental data. The 
tip was prepared on hydroxylated In2O3(111), and F(z) curves were taken on the 
OWH and OSH(β) (labelled as such) to ascertain the tip termination 
( fR = 69.6 kHz, k = 5,400 N m−1, A = 60 pm). For reference, the curves from the 
main text (Fig. 2) are also plotted on the left; for better visibility they are shifted 
horizontally by −2 Å. This tip was used to obtain the F(z) curve on OSH/TiO2(110) 
(brown, shifted to the right). Approaching the OSH on TiO2 even closer results in 
picking up the H. The hydroxylated TiO2(110) surface was prepared following a 
well established procedure26, which results in one type of hydroxyl at a bridging 
O(2c) atom. b, Calculated short-range F(z) curves on bridging hydroxyls on 
TiO2(110) for two OH coverages (1/4 and 1/8 monolayer) obtained with the 
OH-terminated InOx tip. c, Zirconium oxide: the standard tip was prepared on 

hydroxylated In2O3(111), and F(z) curves were taken on the OWH and OSH(β) 
(labelled as such) to ascertain the tip termination. For reference, the curves 
from the main text (Fig. 2) are also plotted on the left; for better visibility they 
are shifted horizontally by −2 Å. This tip was used to take F(z) curves on 
hydroxylated zirconium oxide (purple, shifted to the right). d, Zirconium 
oxide: the same type of measurement, but with an unknown tip termination 
that gives more shallow minima for OWH and OSH on hydroxylated In2O3(111). 
Note that both tips measure the same relative positions in the force minima of 
the strongly bound H on In2O3(111) and zirconium oxide, that is, the force on 
OH/zirconium oxide lies between OWH and OSH(β) ( fR = 77.2 kHz, k = 5,400 N m−1, 
A = 240 pm (In2O3), 250 pm (zirconium oxide)). The ultrathin zirconium oxide 
layer was prepared following the method of ref. 30. The surface was exposed to 
2 langmuir (1 L = 1.33 × 10−6 mbar s) of water at 320 K.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Reactivity of the hydroxylated surface.  
a, Atom-resolved PDOS of the four symmetry-inequivalent three-fold 
coordinated O surface sites on the fully hydroxylated In2O3(111) surface with 
three OWH and three OSH(β) per unit cell. The VBM is at 0 eV. b, Calculated 
adsorption energies E ads

H  for the remaining three unprotonated O(3c) sites (with 
respect to the H2 gas phase molecule). The adsorption of water and the 
formation of the hydroxylated surface structure slightly modifies the 
reactivity of the unprotonated O(α), O(γ) and O(δ) sites. The saturation of the 
O(β) sites by protons leads to a strong downward shift of the O(β) 2p states. The 
VBM is now formed by the O(δ) 2p states, followed by the O 2p states from the 
O(α) and O(γ) sites. The O(δ), which are the second-most-reactive O species on 

the uncovered surface, are thus expected to be the most reactive sites on the 
hydroxylated In2O3(111) surface. This is confirmed by the calculated H 
adsorption energies (b). Whereas for O(γ) the H adsorption energies are rather 
similar on the clean and on the hydroxylated surface, the local relaxations upon 
water adsorption make the O(α) sites slightly more and the O(δ) slightly less 
reactive (see b and inset in Fig. 1b). As for the clean surface, the pronounced 
peak in the PDOS of the three-fold coordinated OS surface atoms at the VBM 
also leads to an upward shift of their p-band centre. The shift of the p-band 
centre has been taken as an indirect measure of surface reactivity24 and 
confirms the expected trend in the PA of the different surface sites.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Tip model for the AFM calculations. a, Relaxed 
structure of an In8O12 cluster cut out of an In2O3(111) slab. The cut is centred 
around the high-symmetry B site of the surface and its depth is four In2O3(111) 
trilayers. The In2O3(111) trilayers are all equivalent but they are shifted such that 
the high-symmetry sites with a three-fold symmetry axis (see Fig. 1a) form a 
stacking sequence of BCAB. The cluster consists of an In atom at the B site 
together with three O atoms, and six-membered In3O3 rings around the A and C 
sites. The cluster is stoichiometric and stable upon geometry optimization, it 
has a three-fold symmetry axis and its HOMO–LUMO gap is 1.62 eV (PBE).  
b, Cluster after dissociative adsorption of six water molecules to saturate the 
broken In–O bonds. The OH groups were added to the six In atoms in the two 
central planes, and the protons were placed on top of the two-fold bridging O 
atoms. This increased the HOMO–LUMO gap to 2.57 eV. In the next step, the 
upper In(OH)3 cap was removed (dashed circle). This was done to eliminate the 

top three-fold coordinated In atom and to reduce the height of the tip model. 
This saves some computer time in the AFM calculations, as the thickness of the 
vacuum region can be reduced. Removing the cap increases the HOMO–LUMO 
gap to 2.68 eV. At this point, the cluster still has a three-fold symmetry axis.  
c, Structure of the final tip. One additional water molecule is added to the 
cluster (b). The OH group is adsorbed at the In apex atom of the tip and the 
proton is added to one of the remaining O atoms. This breaks the three-fold 
symmetry of the tip. Careful test calculations showed that the specific choice 
for the adsorption site of the proton is not important. All tips gave basically the 
same F(z) curves. In the end, the proton was split into three parts, and three 
pseudo-hydrogen atoms with nuclear charge of +1/3 were added to the three O 
atoms closest to the tip apex indicated by arrows. The HOMO–LUMO gap of the 
final cluster calculated with the PBE functional is 2.64 eV.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Illustration of the background subtraction for the 
calculated F(z) curves. Grey dashed lines are calculated F(z) curves at the 
high-symmetry A and C sites on the hydroxylated and the water-free In2O3(111) 
surface, each for two different azimuthal tip orientations. The average of the 
eight curves is shown as a grey solid line. In the background-correction 

procedure, this curve is subtracted from all calculated F(z) curves above 
surface OH groups. Black and red graphs show the data for the OWH and OSH(β) 
groups before background subtraction (dashed, calculated curves for two tip 
orientations; solid, average of the two dashed curves).



Extended Data Fig. 11 | Correlations between force and energy minima, PA 
and pKa, using probe molecules. a, List of probe molecules with their 
experimental PA and pKa values. As our aim is to assign PAs to surface O species, 
only oxygen-based acids and alcohols were selected. The experimental PAs (for 
the corresponding base, that is, the X−O− anion) are taken from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database41. The number of listed 
NIST entries is given in parenthesis. In case that data from several experiments 
are available, averaged values and uncertainties are given. b, Correlation 
between force and energy minima. The linear fit to the calculated minima of the 
E(z) and F(z) curves for our probe molecules (red dashed line) shows an almost 
perfect linear correlation of the data points. The value of the energy minimum 
in the E(z) curves (that is, F(z) = 0) is the natural measure for the strength of the 
hydrogen bond that forms between the OH groups of the tip and the molecules. 
This linear relationship allows us to focus on establishing a correlation between 
PA or acidity and the force, and not the energy minimum. This is more 
convenient, because the force minimum is the natural measure from the AFM 
experiments. Although the energy minimum can be obtained by integrating 
the F(z) curves, it is not trivial to eliminate ambiguities stemming from a proper 
choice for the zero point of energy, which determines the integration constant. 
Furthermore, the force minimum is encountered at a larger OH–tip distance 
than the energy minimum. The force minimum is therefore less influenced by 
other interactions between the tip and side groups of the molecule or 
neighbouring atoms on the surface. c, Correlation between the PA and acidity 
constant pKa of the selected probe molecules. The PA also governs the pKa in 
wet, solution-based chemical processes: an OH group with a strongly bound 

proton (high PA of the O atom) is a weak acid, and an OH group with a weakly 
bound proton (low PA of the O atom) is a strong acid. A linear fit (red dashed 
line) to the experimental data in a shows the expected trend, that is, strong 
acids have a low PA, and weak acids bind their proton more strongly. However, 
in addition to the PA, the pKa also includes the Gibbs free energy of solvation of 
the acid (XOH), the conjugated base (XO−) and the H+ (see the thermodynamic 
cycle in Methods). These species have different solubilities, which leads to a 
large scatter of the data points. d, Correlation between calculated AFM force 
minima and the experimental acidity constants pKa of the probe molecules. As 
expected from the discussion in c, the force minima show a larger scatter 
around the red dashed regression line than when plotted with respect to the PA 
(see Fig. 4). This is because the AFM measurements are done in vacuum and do 
not include information about solvation free energies. Thus, the prediction of 
absolute pKa values for our OH groups on the In2O3(111) surface based on the 
AFM measurements alone is not possible. Still, there is a clear trend that strong 
acids form strong H bonds with the AFM tip (deep force minimum, low PA), 
whereas weak acids form weak H bonds (shallow force minimum, high PA). If we 
assume that the solvation energies of the structurally rather similar OH groups 
do not differ too much, then the deviation from the regression line would be 
similar for all of them, which would allow us to predict at least relative pKa 
changes between the OH groups by using the slope of the linear regression. The 
AFM-measured difference in the force minima of 81 pN for the OSH(β) and 
OSH(γ) sites (see Fig. 2) then translates to a difference in acidity of 5.5 pKa units, 
which is reasonable.
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